LET’S TURN, NOT BURN.

Transition Oregon beyond coal to clean, renewable energy.
Join us in Corvallis or Portland to learn how to transition Oregon beyond coal to clean energy.

Oregon has made great strides against coal, defeating three coal export terminals and setting 2020 as the date that Oregon’s only coal plant in Boardman will stop burning coal. Yet still, Oregon gets one-third of its energy from out-of-state coal plants.

We can do better.

We will hold kick-off forums that explore the risks of continuing to invest in coal, the abundant clean energy potential in Oregon, and the benefits to our climate and local job creation from making the transition to clean, renewable energy.

We will also introduce our efforts to support legislation that moves Oregon beyond coal to clean energy by 2025.

coolfreeoregon.org
Facebook.com/OregonBeyondCoal
Twitter: @CoalFreeOregon

Dear Legislator,

I am joining people across Oregon to call for a transition beyond coal to clean energy. We don’t have to remain beholden to dirty fuels when we have abundant untapped solar and wind potential.

Support legislation to protect our climate, create local jobs and transition Oregon beyond coal to clean energy by 2025.

NAME (please print) ____________________________________________

ADDRESS ______________________________________________________

CITY ______________________ STATE ______ ZIP __________

EMAIL ____________________________ PHONE ________________

☐ Yes! I will attend the upcoming public forum.

☐ Yes! I would like to volunteer on this campaign. Please let me know how I can get involved.

By providing your email address you become a participant of the Sierra Club’s online community. As a participant, you’ll stay informed and involved with the latest environmental news, information, and action alerts.